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Abstract. The bag of words representation (BoW), which is widely used
in information retrieval (IR), represents documents and queries as word
lists that do not express anything about context information. When we
look for information, we find that not everything is explicitly stated in
a document, so context information is needed to understand its content.
This paper proposes the use of bag of concepts (BoC) and Holographic
reduced representation (HRR) in IR. These representations go beyond
BoW by incorporating context information to document representations.
Both HRR and BoC are produced using a vector space methodology
known as Random Indexing, and allow expressing additional knowledge
from different sources. Our experiments have shown the feasibility of the
representations and improved the mean average precision by up to 7%
when they are compared with the traditional vector space model.

Keywords: Information Retrieval, Vector Model, Context Information,
Random Indexing, Holographic Reduced Representation.

1 Introduction

Information retrieval (IR) is the branch of computer science which studies the
retrieval of information from a collection of written documents. An IR process
initiates when a user introduces a query into an IR system. Queries are state-
ments of information needs, for example: “Floods in European cities”. A query
does not match a single document in a collection. Instead, several documents may
be related to the query with different degrees of relevancy. Moreover, traditional
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IR techniques will not be able to produce an effective response to our example,
since the user’s information need is not explicit. Consequently, context infor-
mation would be needed to match the word “cities”, with actual cities names.
Therefore, both the explicit and context information contained in documents
and queries have to be interpreted to provide appropriate responses

Over the past years, several methods have been proposed for IR (i.e. Boolean,
probabilistic, language models); however the Vector Space Model (VSM) [8] is
widely used because of its simplicity and acceptable results. This model uses
word lists (Bag of Words (BoW)) to represent document contents. A word list
is a description that does not express anything about context information.

There have been efforts to enrich the BoW. For instance, Mitra et al, Evans
and Zhai [6,7], among others have investigated the use of phrases as part of text
representation since the early days of information retrieval. Certainly, there has
been the feeling that phrases should improve the specificity of indexing language
and, consequently, the quality of text representation. The experimental results
obtained however, do not support this intuition. These results have gone from
small improvements in some collections to a decrease in effectiveness in others.
We have observed that commonly, these methods include phrases as new VSM
terms. Our idea, however, is to include them using a representation that reflects,
rather than adds, syntactic structure and distributes it across the document
representation.

Therefore we propose to extract compound terms (i.e. information retrieval),
and binary linguistic relations (i.e. (eagle, eat), (eat, fish), (in, Europe)) from
texts. Thereafter, rather than representing these relations as syntactic trees,
semantic frames, or conceptual graphs, they can be represented as holographic
reduced representations (HRRs) as proposed by Plate [3]. Being simple vectors,
they can be indexed and retrieved rapidly as a result.

Other efforts to enrich the BoW have used the inherent semantic structure
that exists in the association of terms with documents in the indexing process.
Deerwester et al., Hofman, and Wong et al. [14, 15, 16] report results, where
their models show improvement over the VSM using short collections. However
these methods are quite intense computationally, so our proposal attempts to
lessen this factor.

Accordingly, our idea is to capture the inherent semantic structure using the
Bag of Concepts (BoC) as proposed by Sahlgren and Cöster [2], where the mean-
ing of a term is considered as the sum of contexts in which it occurs. Both BoC
and HRR are vector representations built with the aid of Random Indexing (RI),
a vector space methodology also proposed by the same authors, which is an effi-
cient, scalable and incremental method of building context vectors. In addition,
Fishbein and Eliasmith [9] have used HRR together with BoC for text catego-
rization. To the best of our knowledge, they have never been employed in IR,
which is our main contribution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review
Random Indexing. Section 3 introduces Bag of Concepts, Holographic Reduced
Representations, and how to use them to add context information to document
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representations. Section 4 describes the experiments performed and the results
obtained. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives directions for future
work.

2 Random Indexing

Random Indexing (RI) is a vector space methodology, proposed by Sahlgren and
Cöster [1,2], that accumulates context vectors for words based on co-occurrence
data. This methodology assumes that semantically similar terms will occur in
similar contexts. The technique is described as follows:

a) First, a unique random representation known as ‘index vector’ is assigned
to each context (document or word). Index vectors are vectors with a small
number of non-zero elements, which are either +1 or -1, with equal amounts
of both. The dimensionality of the random index vectors is smaller than the
number of contexts in a collection.

b) Second, index vectors are used to produce context vectors by scanning through
the text. Every time a given word occurs in a context, the context’s index vec-
tor is added to the word’s context vector. Therefore, a word is represented by
a context vector that contains traces of every context, i.e., word or document
that the word has co-occurred with or in.

RI methodology is similar to latent semantic indexing (LSI) [14]. However, to
reduce the co-occurrence matrix no dimension reduction technique such as sin-
gular value decomposition is needed, since the dimensionality t of the random
index vectors is pre-established as a parameter (implicit dimension reduction).
Consequently t does not change once it has been set; as a result, the dimen-
sionality of context vectors will never change with the addition of new data:
only the values of their vector entries change. This reduction makes RI more
efficient, scalable and flexible (it can be used with different kinds of contexts)
than LSI-like methods.

3 Text Representations

In this paper, RI is applied to represent documents using: 1.Bag of Concepts
representation (BoC) for representing the meaning of a document as the addition
of the meanings of its terms; 2. HRR, to encode syntactic structure which can
directly capture relations between words (e.g., compound terms, subject-verb,
verb-object, and spatial relations), as explained in the following sections.

3.1 Bag of Concepts

Bag of Concepts (BoC) is a recent representation scheme proposed by Sahlgren
and Cöster in [2], which is based on the perception that the meaning of a doc-
ument can be considered as the union of the meanings of its terms. This is
accomplished by generating term context vectors from each term within the
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document, and generating a document vector as the weighted sum of the term
context vectors contained within that document. Therefore, we use RI to repre-
sent the meaning of a word as the sum of contexts (entire documents) in which
it occurs. Illustrating this technique, suppose you have two documents: D1 : To-
wards an Automata Theory of Brain, and D2 : From Automata Theory to Brain
Theory. Let us suppose that they have index vectors ID1 and ID2, respectively:
the context vector for “brain” will be the ID1 + ID2, because this word appears
in both documents.

Once the context vectors have been built by RI, they are used to represent the
document as BoC. For instance, after removing stop words and supposing CV1,
CV2 and CV3 are the context vectors of automata, theory and brain respectively,
then document D2 will be represented as the weighted sum of these three context
vectors.

3.2 Holographic Reduced Representation

HRRs are representations proposed by Plate [3], which permit the represen-
tation of structure using a circular convolution operator to bind terms, with-
out increasing vector dimensionality. Circular convolution operator (⊗) binds
two vectors −→x = (x0, x1, ..., xn−1) and −→y = (y0, y1, ..., yn−1) to produce −→z =
(z0, z1, ..., zn−1) where −→z = −→x ⊗−→y is defined as:

zi =
n−1∑

k=0

xkyi−k i = 0 to n − 1 (subscripts are module-n) (1)

It can be thought of as a multiplication operator for vectors which has prop-
erties in common with scalar and matrix multiplication. As a result, it is not
complicated to manipulate expressions containing additions, convolutions, and
scalar multiplications [3].

HRR Document Representation. We adopt the HRR to build a text rep-
resentation scheme in which certain syntactic structure can be captured and
used to improve retrieval effectiveness. To define the HRR of a document, the
following steps are done:

a) We first determine the index vectors for each word in a vocabulary by adopt-
ing the random indexing method, as described earlier.

b) For each syntactic relation in a document, the index vectors of the words
involved in the relation are bound to their role identifier vectors (which are
HRRs).

c) The tf×idf-weighted sum of the resulting HRRs is taken to obtain a single
HRR vector representing the syntactic relation.

d) HRRs of the syntactic relations, multiplied by an attenuating factor α, are
added in order to obtain a single HRR vector representing the document,
which is then normalized.
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For instance, suppose we want to represent the compound term R = hot dog. R
will be represented using the index vectors −→r1 for hot and −→r2 for dog. Each term
plays a different role in the structure (e.g. right word/left word, or subject/verb,
or verb/object, etc.). Thus, to encode these roles two special vectors (HRRs) are
needed: −−−→role1 ( left word), −−−→role2 (right word). The relation vector is therefore:

−→
R = (−−→role1 ⊗−→r 1 + −−→

role2 ⊗−→r 2) (2)

Considering another example, suppose the spatial relation R2 = in Europe.
Therefore, R2 will be represented using the index vectors −→r3 for Europe, where
−→r3 will be joined to its location role, an HRR −−−→

role3, which represents the relation
in. Thus the in Europe vector will be:

−→
R2 = (−−→role3 ⊗−→r 3) (3)

Given a document D, with compound terms L1, L2 among terms tx1 and ty1;
tx2 and ty2 respectively, its vector will be built as:

−→
D = 〈α((−−→role1 ⊗−→

t x1 + −−→
role2 ⊗−→

t y1) + (−−→role1 ⊗−→
t x2 + −−→

role2 ⊗−→
t y2))〉 (4)

where −→t x1,
−→
t y1,

−→
t x2,

−→
t y2 are index vectors,〈 〉 denotes a normalized vector and

α is a factor less than one intended to lower the impact of the coded relations.
Queries are represented in a similar way.

4 Experiments

We conducted two experiments: the first was focused on verifying if HRRs would
be appropriated for representing linguistic relations. Therefore we use CACM
collection, which is no longer used for IR experiments because of its small size.
However, we did need a testbed that could be easily handled and allow us to
verify the soundness of HRRs. The second was done to prove whether some la-
tent semantic context could be captured by BoC and that the HRRs worked
in a larger collection. We decided to test the BoC representation in the Geo-
graphic Information Retrieval (GIR) environment using the CLEF collection for
evaluating the Geo-CLEF task [10, 11]. Our decision was taken because GIR
is a specialized IR branch, where the search of documents is based not only on
conceptual keywords, but also on spatial information [12,13]. Going back to the
query used as an example in the introduction “Floods in European cities”, it is
evident that GIR needs to go beyond lexical analysis and then capture or use
some context information to satisfy the user’s information needs, for example by
matching “cities” with actual city names. Finally, our baseline was the results
produced by the VSM using in all cases the cosine as a similarity function to
compare documents and queries.
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4.1 Evaluation Measure

The evaluation of the results was carried out with a metric that has demonstrated
its stability to compare IR systems: Mean Average Precision (MAP), which is
defined as the average of all the AveP obtained for each query. AvgP is defined as:

AvgP =
∑m

r=1 P (r) × rel(r)
n

(5)

where P (r) is the precision at r considered documents, rel(r) is a binary function
which indicates if document r is relevant or not for a given query q; n is the
number of relevant documents for q and m is the number of relevant documents
retrieved for q.

Fig. 1. Proccess to calculate the similarity values among documents and queries after
having compared their HRRs representation

4.2 First Experiment

We selected a set of 10 queries from CACM, a collection with 3204 documents
and 64 queries. The selected queries met the condition of having at least six
relations to be represented and they had to include compound terms, subject-
verb and verb-object relations.

Representation. To produce the HRRs for documents and queries, the syntac-
tic relations were extracted from the selected queries and documents of CACM
using Link Grammar [4] and MontyLingua 2.1 [5]. The stop words were elim-
inated and stemming was done for all the relations. If one of the elements of
the compound terms or subject-verb relations had more than one word, only the
last word was taken. The same criterion was applied for the verb in the verb-
object relations; the object was built only with the first set of words extracted
(direct object), and the last word taken, but only if the first word of the set was
neither a preposition nor a connective. After extracting the syntactic relations
their HRRs were built using vectors of 4096 dimensionality. This vector dimen-
sion was empirically determined after considering 1024, 2048, 4096 and 8192
dimensionalities. The precision increases as expected with the vector dimension;
however after 4096, there was only a slight improvement compared with the dou-
bled memory space needed to store the vectors. The generated HRRs were used
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to represent the documents and queries as the sum of their compound terms
(compound term representation (CTR)), afterwards as the sum of their subject-
verb relations (subject- verb representation (SVR)) and finally as the sum of
their verb-object relations (verb-object representation (VOR)). Thereafter, doc-
uments and queries represented as HRRs were compared using the cosine. As a
result three similarity files were produced, one for each type of syntactic relation
(CTR similarity, SVR similarity and VOR similarity files). Thus, to calculate
the final similarity values, as is shown in Figure 1, the VSM was used to gen-
erate the initial similarity file. This initial similarity file was then added to the
CTR similarity file, multiplied by a constant of less than one, and the documents
were sorted again according to their new value. Afterwards, the SVR and VOR
similarity files also multiplied by a constant of less than one were added and the
documents once again sorted. Consequently, the last similarity between a docu-
ment d given a query q is calculated with (6), where:β, δ, and γ are coefficients
of less than 1.

similarity(q, d) = V SMsimilarity(q, d) + β CTRsimilarity(q, d) +
δ SV Rsimilarity(q, d) + γ V ORsimilarity(q, d) (6)

Results. Table 1 shows the AvgP for the selected queries. The value given to
β in (6) was 1/16 and to δ and γ 1/32, determined by experiments where their
values were varied from 1/2 to 1/64. The table also shows the MAP reached
by the VSM and by adding to it the similarity files of the other relations. The
average percentage of change after adding compound terms (CTR), subject-verb
(SVR), and verb-object (OVR) similarity files to the VSM similarity file was
4.68%. Only one query had an unfavorable percentage of change in AvgP, and
seven a favorable one. Two queries of the last category illustrate a change of 39%
and 26%. We observed that when the relation extracted were real concepts, the
representation works appropriately. For example, the compound terms extracted

Table 1. Queries with all the specified relations and at least 6 to be represented

Query ID VSM AvgP VSM-CTR VSM-CTR- VSM-CTR-SVR- % Diff
AvgP SVR AvgP VOR AvgP

1 0.1432 0.1551 0.1590 0.1814 26.68
4 0.0681 0.0777 0.0774 0.0777 14.10
7 0.2383 0.2388 0.2402 0.2414 1.30
8 0.1386 0.1379 0.1375 0.1932 39.39
9 0.1793 0.1893 0.1892 0.1978 10.32
31 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.00
32 0.4667 0.4667 0.4667 0.4667 0.00
37 0.1881 0.1866 0.1860 0.1862 -1.01
39 0.3006 0.3077 0.3091 0.3094 2.93
45 0.2327 0.2343 0.2356 0.2402 3.22

MAP 0.2956 0.2994 0.3001 0.3094 4.68
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from query 1 were: IBM computer, operating system, share system, while the
terms extracted from query 37 were: data types, synchronization attempt, bit
stream, passing system. Analyzing the results for query 8, we observed that it
has three relevant documents, six syntactic relations (2 of each type of relation);
however, this query only shares a verb-object relation with the relevant document
2625, which in the VSM similarity file has the third position. When the syntactic
relations were added, it was moved to the second position. Despite the small size
of this experiment, we had favorable evidence to think that HRRs could be used
to represent syntactic relations.

4.3 Second Experiment

This experiment had the aim to test the HRRs in a bigger collection and de-
termine the effect of including context information using BoC in the GIR envi-
ronment. We consider two phases in this experiment. The objective of the first
was to retrieve as many relevant documents as possible for a given query (i.e.
acceptable recall) and reduce the number of documents that have to be parsed
to extract relations (since this process is costly). The function of the second,
however, was to improve the final ranking (i.e. retrieval effectiveness) of the re-
trieved documents by applying BoC and HRR representations. We used Lemur1

in the first phase, using the results produced by the VSM, configured in Lemur,
as our baseline.

Data. We used the English CLEF collection for GIR, which is composed of
56,472 news articles taken from the British Glasgow Herald (1995) and 113,005
from the American LA Times (1994) to have a total of 169,477 articles.

<top>
<num>GC008</num>
<EN-title>Milk Consumption in europe</EN-title>
<EN-des>Provide statistics or information concerning milk
consumption in European countries </EN-desc>
<EN-narr>Relevant documents must provide statistics or other information
about milk consumption in Europe, or in single European nations. Reports on
milk derivatives are not relevant</EN-narr>

</top>

Fig. 2. Topic GC008: Milk consumption in Europe

Queries. We worked with the queries from GeoCLEF 2005 to GeoCLEF
2008. A total of 25 queries were emitted per year to give in 2008 a set of
100 queries. Figure 2 shows the structure of each topic. The main query or
title is between labels 〈EN − title〉 and 〈/EN − title〉. A brief description
(〈EN − desc〉, 〈/EN − desc〉) and a narrative (〈EN − narr〉, 〈/EN− narr〉) are
given too. These last two fields usually increase the requirement specificity of the
original query. Participants at GeoCLEF were free to employ any or all of the
three fields in their experiments. We took the title and description for our BoC
1 http://www.lemurproject.org/
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experiments, and for HRR we added the narrative statement in order to have
more relations as representation. It should be mentioned that Lemur results are
lower when the narrative is included than when only title and description are
considered.

Representation. Lemur was used to process the 169,477 documents; first with
the queries for 2005 and after with the queries for 2006-2008. Thereafter, only the
top 1000 documents ranked by the VSM, were selected for each query. With this
process, a sub-collection of at most 25,000 documents was produced for each year.

These sub-collections were processed to generate the BoC representations of
its documents and queries. BoC representations were generated by first stemming
all words in the corpus. We then used random indexing to produce context
vectors for each sub-collection. The dimension of the context vectors was fixed
at 4096, determined by experimentation as described for CACM. These context
vectors were then tf×idf-weighted and added up for each document and query,
to produce BoC representations.

On the other hand, the HRRs for spatial relations were generated by firstly tag-
ging all sub-collections with the Named Entity Recognition of Stanford Univer-
sity2. Afterwards, the single word locations preceded by the preposition in were
extracted. This restriction was taken after analyzing the queries for each year and
realizing that only about 12% of them had a different spatial relation. HRRs for
documents and queries were then produced by generating a 4096- HRR to rep-
resent the in relation. The in HRR vector was then bound to the index vectors
of the identified location words, tf×idf-weighted and added to each document, as
described in section 3.2 to generate spatial relation representations (SRR).

We present the results of three processes. The first is named VSM-BoC, which
is created by combining the VSM similarity value with its corresponding value
from BoC. The second, which was given the name of VSM-SRR, follows the
same process as described above, but now with the similarity lists generated by
VSM and SRR multiplied by a constant λ = 1/16 (as described in section 4.2).
Finally, the three similarity lists (VSM, BoC, and SRR multiplied by λ ) are
combined to form VSM-BoC-SRR. The similarity values were calculated by the
cosine function in all cases.

Results. Table 2 compares VSM results, with those produced after adding to
it, BoC, SRR and BoC-SRR similarity lists. Notice how VSM-BoC increments
MAP in a constant form, always above 5%. On the other hand, the increment
with VSM-SRR is very slight, at lower than 1%. But when added together with
BoC, the difference is raised by a further 2% to a total of 7% in 2008 and by a
lesser degree in 2005 and 2007. Table 2 illustrates these favorable percentages to
our proposals (numbers in bold).

Because the results for 2006 in terms of MAP were unfavorable, we tried to
find the reason: Table 3 displays statistics for each sub-collection where vocab-
ulary size; number of different documents per sub-collection; number of words,

2 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
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Table 2. MAP results for Geo-CLEF collection (2005 - 2008)

2005 2006 2007 2008

VSM 0.3191 0.2618 0.1612 0.2347

VSM-BoC 0.3380 0.2495 0.1695 0.2475
%Diff 5.92 -4.7 5.15 5.45

VSM-SRR 0.3193 0.2619 0.1623 0.2357
%Diff 0.06 0.04 0.68 0.43

VSM-BoC-SRR 0.3381 0.2495 0.1699 0.2512
%Diff 5.95 -4.7 5.40 7.03

Table 3. Statistics for the sub-collections used to evaluate the proposed representations

2005 2006 2007 2008

vocabulary 89446 93887 91929 90557
documents 20267 20851 21372 20224
words/query 9 9 10 8
in relations/query 0.72 2 2 7
relevant docs./query 41 15 29 31
total of relevant docs. 1028 378 650 747

Table 4. Queres with the highest number of relevant and relevant retrieved documents

Year Id.Qry Rel Rel. Ret. VSM VSM-BoC-SRR % Dif.
2005 15 110 110 0.6691 0.7363 10.04
2006 31 59 59 0.2844 0.3027 6.43
2007 51 112 106 0.4864 0.5714 17.48
2008 87 106 104 0.2115 0.2639 24.78

number of in spatial relations, relevant document per query, and the total num-
ber of relevant documents per year are all shown. All the four sub-collections
are uniform considering the vocabulary size, the number of documents and the
number of words per query. In contrast, the number of in spatial relations per
query is notably higher for 2008. Also, the number of relevant documents per
query and total number are considerably lower for 2006, which we believe rep-
resents the problem for data of this year, since it is known that the behavior of
retrieval methods depends on the number of relevant documents. For example,
a blind feedback method works well for broad queries that have many relevant
documents but may harm queries with few relevant documents; we believe that
this is also true for our proposed representations. To support this idea, we ex-
amined the queries with the highest number of relevant documents, having also
the highest number of relevant retrieved documents. Table 4 shows queries that
meet these conditions for each year. From this, it is clear that even for 2006
(when the query has a reasonable number of relevant documents) the results are
favorable for our method. The improvement goes from 6.43% for query 31 in
2006 to 24.78% for query 87 in 2008.
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We found that the spatial relation representation (SRR) contributes towards
improving precision when there are enough relations that represent the query.
This representation actually increased the precision in 2008, where the queries
had on average 7 spatial relations. In addition, we thought that SRR representa-
tion helped to improve precision at high recall levels, meaning our initial baseline
is low. Table 2 shows that without considering 2006 data (the number of relevant
documents for 2006 is low) the highest improvement is for 2007, then for 2008
and finally for 2005, which has the highest initial baseline (VSM MAP).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented two document and query representations: BoC
and HRR, aimed at improving IR effectiveness, which was measured by MAP.
Our first and second experiments demonstrated that HRRs are suitable repre-
sentations for word relations and, if the number of relations to be represented
is enough, they may contribute to improving effectiveness mainly at high recall
levels. Specifically for Geo-CLEF collection, we only considered one type of spa-
tial relations: the in relation, we think if more types of relations across, near,
far, etc.) are added as long as they are present in the queries; it could lead to
a higher improvement. Also, the second experiment proved that by capturing
context information with BoC, the IR effectiveness improves. In particular, the
improvements for Geo-CLEF collection were at above 5% for the years 2005,
2007 and 2008. Our results were compared with one of the customary IR mod-
els: the VSM. In addition, we observed that a lack of relevant documents in a
collection produces low effectiveness (2006 data), and that by combining simi-
larity files, the IR effectiveness improved. Our results show an improvement of
over 5% with BoC and of 7% combining BoC and HRR in 2008 data.

Notice that the representations we are proposing allow expressing additional
knowledge of diverse kinds and from different sources, for instance: inter-document
(by BoC indexing), thematic (compound terms), syntactic (relations subject-verb
and verb-object), location (named entities) and spatial (in relation) knowledge.
When compared, they are treated accordingly.

We will continue working with other collections that provide us with more
specific contexts to be represented. We are thinking of representing concepts
extracted from texts as HRRs, not only syntactic relations. This allows us to
thoroughly explore the usefulness of the proposed representations to improve IR
effectiveness.
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